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INTRODUCTION

A

s 2015 draws to an end, we are pleased to draw
your attention to our new website, which aims to
emphasise our core values of honesty, integrity and
loyalty to our clients. These attributes are embedded in our 27-year history.

Politically, 2015 has also been extremely challenging with major attacks in Tunisia, Egypt, France and Mali in the second half
of the year. What makes investment management difficult is
that the French equity market rose 2.2% in the week following
the terror attacks in Paris.

Website tips: The login section for your monthly statements
remains exactly the same and you can access it here. Our financial advisors can visit their dedicated page and learn more about
what we offer. Join the conversation on social media by liking us
on Facebook and Twitter!

Yet we look to 2016 and want to take this opportunity to wish
our Christian clients a Happy and Blessed Christmas and all our
clients a Happy and Healthy New Year. For those of you who
will be travelling, we wish you a safe journey.
The Foster Wealth Team

From a business perspective 2015 has been an extremely challenging but also very interesting year. The world’s biggest brewer, Anheuser-Busch InBev, forked out over R1 trillion for the
second biggest brewer in the world, SAB Miller. AB InBev will
now dominate over half the industry. Is this good or bad? Before
the AB InBev buy-out, SAB Miller already sold more beers in 5
minutes than the three biggest craft brewers in a month.
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INVESTMENTS: WHERE DOES THE MONEY GO?
One of the funny things about the stock market is that every

many that find their way into portfolios. There’s the continual

time one person buys, another sells, and both think they are

rise and fall of stalwarts – but interesting new elements are al-

astute.” ~ William Feather

ways coming on board:
 Oil & Gas: This is currently a volatile space but still too large to

Recently, a religious organisation discovered their money had
been invested in an oil and gas exploration company. Not wishing to support the mining of fossil fuels, they sold their shares in
the company concerned. When you sell, of course, someone
else is buying – so while the transaction did not necessarily
harm the company directly, the organisation hopefully had the

be ignored. Falling share prices may prove useful when they
are cheaper relative to their earnings potential.
 Solar Energy: Slow growth until 2014 but huge strides have
been made in this industry during the last year and there are
good prospects that this may well continue.
 Manufacturing: This sector is slowing but there is room for
innovation and stronger leadership.

satisfaction of placing their money with ventures they felt

 Defense: Whether we like it or not, this is a growing sector

offered a greater sense of altruism and good influence. But

due to the growth in drone and surveillance technology. The

more intriguing than anything they felt or did, is the fact that

world is a dangerous place and the need for security contin-

they knew exactly where their investment had gone. Most

ues to drive investment.

people, unless they’re well-versed independent investors who

 3D Printing: Now that the hype is over and industry is settling

do their own selecting, have no idea what happens to their

to more effective use of this innovation, growth is set to sky-

money once it is swallowed by a ‘fund’. This includes retirement

rocket.

funding, policies, money markets and all financial investing options across a wide spectrum of choices. In fact, it’s often a
question they never ask. They simply expect the value of their
investment to naturally, hopefully, grow.

 Financial Services: The perennial ride between regulation and
risk but still set to make gains in the foreseeable future.
 Retail: Economic mood is quickly reflected in this industry but
it will remain in the top grouping. More personalised approach through social media is seen as a new option that may
contribute to growth.

BETWEEN YOU, THE MONEY AND THE MARKET
Generally, your money will be invested in a mutual fund. A mutual fund comprises a pool of money from many investors that is
then invested in money market funds, bond funds or stock

 Raw Materials: Always factored in, but could prove a poor
investment outside of major commodity bull markets.
 Pharmaceuticals: Specialty drugs are set to fuel gains in this
industry with good growth expected through to 2016.

funds. When you invest you are buying shares in the combined

 Marijuana: Surprise, surprise – here’s a commodity proving

holdings of the mutual fund which is known as its portfolio. Each

increasingly popular and showing strong growth potential

share you buy represents part ownership in the fund and you

with regard to continued claims about its health benefits.

stand to benefit from the income it generates.

Might be a nervous choice for South Africans but there are

SO WHERE DOES THE POOL OF MONEY GO?
Many people hear the words ‘stocks, shares, units’ and know

people everywhere who swear that the oil or the tincture of
this plant brings about marked improvement in many ailments.

that means their money fits in somewhere – but where exactly
has it gone? There are numbers on a piece of paper but what do

Continues on page 2

those figures represent in terms of something happening elsewhere that is utilizing your investment but about which you
know very little. What exactly are you supporting with your investment? And who is benefiting? Here are some sectors among
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WORKING WITH THE PROFESSIONALS
If you want to become a more discerning investor, then you

So you will see from the above – a few basic examples of a vast

need to work with your financial advisor who may be able to

spectrum of sectors – your money may be invested across a

help you develop and target your own personalised portfolio in

range of possibilities. Each fund has a fact sheet which tells you

a way that suits you. However, you must remember that

in which shares the fund is invested, what percentage is invest-

mutual funds invest where there is the broadest opportunity for

ed in each share, and what the returns have been over a period

returns and security. Balancing that with strongly philanthropic

of time. You can ask your Financial Advisor or Fund Manager to

views may not be easy in the cut and thrust of business and the

see these fact sheets at any time. Custom-designing your portfo-

changing fortunes of the world.

lio can be possible even if you are investing in mutual funds because you can choose your sectors and track your money if you

At Foster Wealth we pride ourselves on approachable

wish.

professionalism, focusing on personal attention and consideration of clients’ interests. Our experience, knowledge and flexibility will help you to make informed decisions about your investments, ensuring both satisfaction and peace of mind.

THE THIN EDGE OF THE WEDGE: WHO IS THE 1%?

I

n 2006, a film made by Jamie Johnson, heir to the Johnson

All of which are the very things we depend upon to prop up job

& Johnson fortune, depicted Americans who controlled

opportunities, pension funds, life policies, etc, right down to

nearly 50% of America’s total financial wealth in 2004. The

competitive pricing in the supermarket. In fact, the wealth of

stir this created rippled across the globe until it became a

the 1%, including their taxes, underpins just about everything on

wave of outrage and resentment. Eventually, for a variety of

the planet.

supportive reasons, banners were painted and people marched,
and finally ‘Occupy Wall St’ set up vigil outside New York’s pow-

FACTS AND FIGURES

erful financial houses.

Globally-speaking, more than half of the world’s wealth is now
owned by the top 1%. This situation, forecast at the beginning of

But the 1% remained unperturbed. This is largely to do with

2015, predicted that 1% of the world’s population would be

financial acumen, personal character and practical insight. The

richer than the remaining 99% by 2016 – but it seems this

wealth of the 1% isn’t under their mattresses – it’s tied to vast

threshold may have already been crossed. Increasingly, there is

investments, ventures, projects, product development, re-

a spiralling inequality that in many people’s minds does not

search, science, technology, energy exploration and inventions.

bode well for the future.
Continues on page 3
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THE THIN EDGE OF THE WEDGE: WHO IS THE 1%?
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But even apart from this, trying to identify exact profiles reveals
some very interesting character traits about people who make

However, the Global Wealth Report of 2015 has highlighted an

money, manage it superbly (or luckily) to their benefit – and

unexpected fact: the world’s wealthiest 1% is not entirely made

who contribute actively and determinedly to our often tremu-

up of billionaires, but contains a significant number of people

lous dreams of the future.

whose assets amount to around $800,000 or over.

HOW DID THE RICH GET RICH?
Those ultra high-net worth individuals whose assets exceed $50

There is a lot of old money in the top 1% – but this is changing

million may actually only amount to approximately 123,000 –

rapidly due to the rise of the financial sector and emerging mar-

but as a group they may lay claim to 45% of the world’s wealth.

kets. It’s getting easier to grow money because options and op-

The report states: “We estimate 71% of adults worldwide – have

portunities are developing and changing all the time. Britain

wealth below $10,000, while the group of millionaires, who

grew their billionaire club from 53 to 113 in the last five years.

comprise less than 1% of the global population, account for 45%
of total wealth.”

Owning your own business and property rights is a good footprint to begin with – but starting a business where nobody else

The sobering truth for the rest of us, is that 50% have less than

can get one going can be a major factor in creating wealth.

$3,000 to their names. In fact people who have assets creeping

Building on this niche enterprise to establish a monopoly in a

above this amount – right up to around $70,000 – could find

difficult region can cement the business environment and all

themselves placed in the world’s top 50%. Even a modest

concomitant opportunities in your favour. Examples of tricky

$68,800 might find the top 10% bracket. Although the only cer-

beginnings in hostile environments would be the wild east of

tainty about these figures is that they change continually.

post-communist Russia during the nineties where fortunes were
made by those capable of taking on the challenge, such as Ro-

Two thoughts spring to mind:
1.

building wealth is entirely possible

2.

how do we emulate the people who do this?

man Abramovich.
Continues on page 4

SO WHO ARE THE 1%?
Surprisingly they are not necessarily from the financial professions where you might expect high-flyers, risk-takers and those
in the know to flourish. Nor are they predominately entrepreneurs – although these are well-represented. No, it seems that a
large proportion in the top bracket are often in the medical profession.
What becomes clear about the 1% is that it’s hard to define
them on a steady basis because the numbers can fluctuate literally from day to day. The steadiest among them would be the
older members of the 1% club – and the relationship between
age and income and years of quiet, incisive investment, is not
hard to understand.
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themselves to learning the vagaries of finance, developing an
eye for opportunity, establishing a preparedness to take calcu-

There are some shared – and possibly impressive – personal

lated risks, and beginning the journey early enough and young

traits of people falling into the 1% whether permanently or tem-

enough with discipline and resolute focus – can find themselves

porarily: steely resolve, competitive, merciless, knowledge seek-

supping with those of similar agility and tenacity in the compli-

ers, astute, alert, sharpened by risk. They enjoy the intrigue of

cated world of wealth.

the mental challenge and are not afraid of it. They consistently
show an inclination towards financial objectives when young.

At Foster Wealth we believe that growing your financial portfo-

Invariably, many have already begun businesses or a saving/

lio to meet your 1% aspirations is entirely possible. Why? Be-

investment regime before the age of 20.

cause we believe in the 1%. It’s called inspiration. The other 99%
is our hard work, professionalism, attention to detail and per-

Instead of predicting disaster from the growing disparity be-

sonal attention to your success. Our experience, knowledge and

tween rich and poor, we can learn a few good pointers from the

flexibility is sharpened daily by the fortunes of the 1% – not to

1% that can take us up, rather than wasting time on bleak sce-

mention our own perspicacity, vision and timing.

narios of bringing them down. The ‘club’ is not by any means
closed. They are not special, alien beings. Those who apply

FINANCIAL ADVISORS: MANAGING COMPLIANCE

W

hether you have just set up your independent
practice or have already established a solid
track record in the fields of financial and investment management, you will find that
your most difficult area of administration will be the compliance
obligations and onerous recordkeeping required in today’s current business and regulatory environment.
The pressure to observe all constraints in a timeous, detailed
and accurate manner is both time-consuming and tedious. In
tandem with this increase in paperwork and application are a
number of issues which add to the stress:
clients’ expectations have grown as an ever-growing spectrum
of investment opportunities become available the investment

environment is becoming increasingly complex and therefore
more difficult to manage fees and commissions are constantly
under pressure.

THE ASSISTANCE YOU NEED
The value of obtaining professional assistance with this aspect
of your business is vital, because, after all, your business is your
chief asset and needs to be effectively managed to assist you to:


maintain and grow net profit from your business



relieve your overall compliance burden, regulatory pressures and associated costs
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 benefit from investment management services and a
dedicated investment committee.

 make the most of your investment offering, improve your clients' investment results, and manage the efficiency and cost
of doing so

 build a strong outsource solution for expert portfolio

 maintain your annuity revenue stream you have built up over
the years, or are still in the process of building up

 link into additional services such as: Wills, Trusts and Estates –

 ensure an income that will last through retirement.

construction – thus leaving you with more time to build effective client relationships.
from which your clients can immediately benefit, thus enhancing your status as both a well-diversified and wellmanaged practice.
 benefit from our in-house expertise in respect of practice

THE RIGHT PROFILE
It is important to build relationships with your clients – and
equally important to establish relationships with associates who
can provide top level service and support to the smooth functioning of your practice.

management, legal, compliance and regulatory matters.
 manage your retirement in respect of your practice, if you are
at that stage.

OUR VALUE PROPOSITION
One of our core objectives at Foster Wealth is to build

We at Foster Wealth, particularly seek to forge partnerships

positive working relationships with independent Financial Advi-

with Financial Advisors who:

sors – creating opportunities to not only grow our business, but

 would like to focus on building up their practice’s investment
book
 would like to partner with a Cat II discretionary manager to
consolidate their client investments into risk-profiled model

to allow Advisors to retire with peace of mind, knowing that
their clients will be looked after. With our focus on helping alleviate the overall compliance burden, regulatory pressures and
associated costs, we specialise in assisting Financial Advisors to
maintain and grow their businesses.

portfolios in order to manage their practices risk and improve
the performance and consistency of their clients’ investment

Foster Wealth is a well-established, family-orientated practice. A

results

small, proficient and very approachable team, we have a wide

 are aiming towards creating their own fund of funds for their
practice

range of experience and are highly flexible, with impressively
scalable systems and capacity.

 would like to wind-down and retire soon, without losing their
practice’s annuity income in retirement.

THE BENEFITS OF PARTNERSHIP
The biggest challenge independent Financial Advisors face lies in
selecting the most appropriate unit trust portfolios for your clients from a universe of about 900 funds. In addition, bigger
funds are becoming increasingly oversubscribed and it is becoming difficult to take and unwind positions in these funds. The
trick is to choose the best fund manager from a range of smaller
boutique managers. And this is where you need the proficiency
of a highly professional team like Foster Wealth who can help
you:
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